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Why Upgrade to SYSPRO 8?
Easier to Access and Use

1

Universal access with SYSPRO’s Web
Interface, SYSPRO Avanti
Personalize your workspace
Empower users with actionable insights
Improve internal collaboration

2
Offers New
Capabilities

Improve Efficiencies
and Productivity

For Manufacturing
For Distribution
For Finance

Optimize use of your
resources
Drive performance
measures
Improve traceability

4
Simpler to Manage, Maintain and Run
Do more, faster, with extended system availability
Easily upgrade when it best suits you
Maximize collaboration between SYSPRO
and external systems
Simply and effortlessly administer
and maintain your SYSPRO data

3

SYSPRO ERP is a continually evolving solution and, with the integration
of proven powerful new features in our latest release, SYSPRO 8,
SYSPRO is paving the way towards digitalization. These features
include; actionable business insights; social media as a collaboration
tool; exciting new IT capabilities and functions such as universal
social media-type interfaces and platforms across all devices; and
the flexibility to deploy on-premise, in the cloud, or both.
And rest assured, as new technologies emerge that redefine the
way businesses work, SYSPRO will be at the forefront of helping you
embrace and take full advantage of them.
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Easier to Access and Use

1

SYSPRO’s Web Interface, SYSPRO Avanti,
Provides Universal Access
Work where and when you want to. SYSPRO Avanti, SYSPRO’s web-based user interface, allows you to access the
same SYSPRO through a web browser on any device, on any platform, from anywhere, at any time. It is available to
anyone who has installed SYSPRO 8, whether on-premise, in the cloud or both (hybrid). This choice provides you with
the ability to select the best UI for the specific task at hand. SYSPRO Avanti is included in your annual license fee and
is therefore available at no extra cost. Your ERP, your way, on your terms.

Personalize Your Workspace
Users now have access to a single, customizable and personalized workspace within SYSPRO. SYSPRO 8 provides you
with the flexibility to personalize your workspace without getting development involved. It is intuitive and easy-to-use,
providing you with a simplified, engaging and rewarding experience.
You are able to design role-based workspaces, providing users with the complete tools and information needed to
perform their role efficiently and effectively, displaying aspects most relevant to a user’s touch points with actionable
insights only one click away.

Empower Users with Actionable Insights
Business Insights provides the flexibility for you to define operational goals, targets and deadlines at an individual,
role or organizational level, empowering users to perform to their full potential.
With live, real-time surfacing of data and metrics, users at all levels throughout your organization are able to monitor
their performance daily against their own KPIs and manage their own work-lists accordingly.

Improve Internal Collaboration
Improve collaboration and seamless connectivity across the entire organization by embedding a familiar, social medialike appearance. SYSPRO Harmony, a social ERP collaboration tool, is user-friendly and provides a social platform
that users can interact with, providing an ecosystem of collaboration in which to conduct their daily business. Now
SYSPRO Harmony allows you to surface trends and customer sentiments for increased insight by using intelligent
machine learning algorithms and predictive analytics to make sense of your data.
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Improved Efficiencies and
Productivity
Optimize Use of Your Resources
Reduce wastage and optimize raw material usage with Job Nesting. By providing the ability to nest multiple jobs,
utilizing the same raw material or components, wastage is reduced and raw material usage is optimized, lowering the
cost of operations.
Eliminate the necessity for dual capture and reduce errors typically caused by manual data capture by transacting
directly on the shop floor. Espresso Shop Floor Data Collection provides a mobile solution for capturing all production
related transactions directly on the shop floor through the use of live mobile devices.
Minimize loss, increase productivity and lower production costs with SYSPRO’s Manufacturing Operations
Management. This Manufacturing Execution System (MES) provides complete manufacturing lifecycle management
from planning to scheduling, publishing, collecting, tracking and analysing – to optimize the use of resources and
improve end-to-end manufacturing operations.

Drive Performance Measures
Get real-time insight into key performance information and the means to act quickly and proactively with Business
Insights. It provides greater control through a real-time view of the performance of the company by individual and
department across the entire operation with actionable insight, thereby increasing your decision-making ability.
Drive world-class standards of operations for overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), total effective equipment
performance (TEEP) and overall labor effectiveness (OLE) with SYSPRO Manufacturing Operations Management, a
complete Manufacturing Execution System for your production needs.

Improve Traceability
Improved Bins to Serial Linking provides an enhanced method of tracking serial numbers linked to bin locations for
better visibility and management of serialized stock items in specific warehouses.
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Simpler to Manage,
Maintain and Run

3

Do More Faster, with Extended System Availability
In SYSPRO 8 our architecture has been refined for improved leveraging of Microsoft SQL Server, delivering up to 30%
improvement in overall performance and scalability.
Reduce your planned downtime by taking advantage of re-engineered month-end and balance functions that now
take from minutes to seconds to complete where previously it could have taken hours.
Customers still on a CISAM database now have the choice to migrate to SQL Server on-premise or SQL Azure in the
cloud. This choice gives organizations the ability to purchase SQL outright or to store relational data in the cloud and
pay based on consumption.

Easily Upgrade when it Best Suits You
SYSPRO 8 has introduced new deployment and ongoing management techniques. We will be releasing updates to
SYSPRO 8 three times a year. This allows us to release enhancements based on our commitment to the published
roadmap. In addition, hotfixes are supplied during a release to correct issues without you having to install unnecessary
software. This enables customers with strict acceptance criteria to plan a controlled rollout with no surprises.

Maximize Collaboration
between SYSPRO and External Systems
SYSPRO 8 introduces the concept of Open Reporting API. This provides you with the ability to generate SYSPRO
documents from external systems via a published API (Integration). This new capability enhances the automation of
document processing between B2B, B2C (Business to Consumer), and S2S (System to System).

Simply and Effortlessly Administer
and Maintain Your SYSPRO Data
Get one view of your system with an Administration Dashboard providing insights, notifications and alerts as to the
health of your system.
Ensure data integrity. The Administration Dashboard additionally validates and confirms the integrity and consistency
of your data with the SQL Health Check and insights.
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Did You Know...
Your upgrade software is included
in your Annual License Fee!
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Offers New Capabilities
For Manufacturing:
SYSPRO’s Manufacturing Operations Management solution helps manufacturers:
Measure performance to drive world-class standards of operation for overall equipment effectiveness (OEE), total
effective equipment performance (TEEP) and overall labor effectiveness (OLE)
Increase productivity and lower costs by minimizing loss within the business
Optimize operational efficiencies through better workflow of core manufacturing activities: schedule, publish,
collect, track, analyze and improve
Connect machines and other devices to digitize the factory and gain a competitive advantage.
Job Nesting: Reduce wastage and optimize raw material usage with Job Nesting. By providing the ability to nest
multiple jobs, utilizing the same raw material or components, wastage is reduced and raw material usage is optimized,
lowering the cost of operations.
Shop Floor Data Collection: Eliminate the necessity for dual capture and reduce errors typically caused by manual
data capture by transacting directly on the shop floor. Espresso Shop Floor Data Collection provides a mobile solution
for capturing all production-related transactions directly on the shop floor through the use of live mobile devices.

For Distribution:
Preferred Supplier: Mitigate purchasing risks, improve purchasing governance and buy products and services at
the best value-to-price ratio by establishing and managing strategic sourcing policies in SYSPRO’s Preferred Supplier
feature. It optimizes the management of sourcing strategies for materials and for the recommended selection of
suppliers during your purchasing cycle.
WMS Picking: Improve order fulfilment and increase your picking accuracies by making use of the WMS Picking
capabilities. By providing picking routines such as batch picks, wave picks, order picks or batching of transactions
based on locality, order book fulfilment is improved. You can co-ordinate team picking to reduce cycle time for
larger orders and utilize work-to-lists to provide clear visibility as to resource demands by function, locality and other
requirements.

For Finance:
Budget Control and Corporate Performance Management: Get greater visibility into your company’s financial
health, improving profitability and minimizing risk. Prophix Corporate Performance Management (CPM) for SYSPRO
enables you to automate the management of your budget cycle, providing financial consolidation and reporting,
financial analysis, modeling and planning.
Dunning Credit Management: Reduce risk and improve your collections with Dunning Credit
Management, providing the credit department with enhanced management, control and reporting
tools in regards to collections.
Multi-Currency: With improved multi-currency support, you are able to transact in multiple
currencies against any debtors and creditors irrespective of their default currency setting.
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AFRICA

AUSTRALASIA

CANADA

EUROPE

USA

SYSPRO South Africa
Block A
Sunninghill Place
9 Simba Road
Sunninghill
Johannesburg
2191
South Africa
Tel: +27 011 461 1000
Email: info@za.syspro.com

SYSPRO Australasia
Level 12
201 Miller Street
North Sydney
NSW 2060
Australia
Tel: +61 2 9870 5555
Toll free: +1 300 882 311
Email: info@au.syspro.com

SYSPRO Canada
5995 Avebury Road
Suite 902
Mississauga
Ontario
Canada
L5R 3P9
Tel: +1 905 502 5502
Toll free: +1 844 479 7776
Email: info@ca.syspro.com

SYSPRO United Kingdom
Baltimore House
50 Kansas Avenue
Salford Quays
Manchester
United Kingdom
M50 2GL
Tel: +44 161 876 4498
Email: info@uk.syspro.com

SYSPRO USA and Americas
959 South Coast Drive
Suite 100
Costa Mesa
California
92626
USA
Tel: +1 714 437 1000
Toll free: +1 800 369 8649
Email: info@us.syspro.com

SYSPRO South Africa
Block A
Lagoon Beach Office Park
Cnr Marine & Boundary Rd
Milnerton
Cape Town
7435
South Africa
Tel: +27 021 552 2220
Email: info@za.syspro.com

SYSPRO Australasia
1/14 Business Park Drive
Notting Hill
Victoria
Melbourne
3168
Australia
Toll Tel: +1 300 882 311
E-mail: info@au.syspro.com

SYSPRO Canada
1901 Rosser Avenue
Suite 801
Burnaby
British Columbia
Canada
V5C 6S3
Tel: +1 604 451 8889
Toll free: +1 844 479 7776
Email: info@ca.syspro.com

SYSPRO South Africa
4 Nollsworth Crescent
Nollsworth Park
La Lucia Ridge
La Lucia
Durban North
4019
South Africa
Tel: +27 031 566 4240
Email: info@za.syspro.com

ASIA

SYSPRO Canada
6080 Young Street
Suite 1002
Halifax
Nova Scotia
Canada
B3K 5L2
Tel: +1 902 423 1256
Toll free: +1 866 979 7776
Email: info@ca.syspro.com

SYSPRO Asia
150 Beach Road
#20-01/02Gateway West
Singapore
189720
Tel: +65 6256 1921
E-mail: info@sg.syspro.com

SYSPRO East Africa
Ground Floor – Office No.1 E
Panari Sky Centre
Mombasa Road
Nairobi
Kenya
Tel: +254 72 0909644
+254 72 0909530
Email: info@ke.syspro.com
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